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COUNTABLE UNIONS OF TOTALLY PROJECTIVE GROUPSt1)
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PAUL HILL

ABSTRACT. Let the p-primary abelian group G be the set-theoretic union

of a countable collection of isotype subgroups H    of countable length. We prove

that if H    is totally projective for each n, then G must be totally projective. In

particular, an ascending sequence of isotype and totally projective subgroups of

countable length leads to a totally projective group. The result generalizes and

complements a number of theorems appearing in various articles in the recent

literature. Several applications of the main result are presented.

In [6], the author proved that if a p-primary abelian group G is the set-theo-

retical union of a countable number of pure subgroups H , then G is a direct sum

of cyclic groups if Hn is for each n. In the present paper, we generalize this

result by proving that if the subgroups H    are isotype then G must be totally pro-

jective provided that Hn is totally projective of countable length for each 72. Al-

though we do not resolve the case where the subgroups H    ate allowed to have

arbitrary length, the restriction to countable length is enough to unify a number of

recent theorems from [l], [6], [7], [9], [l0] and [ll]. This theorem also provides

the basis for some additional new results. We remark that even if the theorem is

valid for groups of length 0, few, if any, applications should be expected for this

case because such groups tend not to be countable set-theoretic unions of signif-

icantly simpler isotype and totally projective subgroups.

For terminology, as well as for the fundamental techniques, the reader is

referred to [2, Chapter V] or to original sources such as [5] and [7]. In particu-

lar, we shall assume the equivalence of being totally projective and satisfying the

author's third axiom of countability. It will be tacitly assumed throughout that all

groups are p-primary abelian groups.

Although it is not truly essential, we employ the following lemma in the proof

of our main theorem.

Lemma 1. Leí G be a p-primary group of countable length and let
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0 = A0ÇAj ÇA2 Ç... ÇAa Ç... ,       a < p,

be a chain (indexed by an arbitrary ordinal p) of nice subgroups of Ç satisfying

the following conditions:

(i) Aa+i^Aa  IS countable.

(ii) Aß = \Ja<ßAa when ß is a limit.

(iii) G = \Ja<u.Aa-
Then G is totally projective.

Proof. If p < fi, then it follows at once that G satisfies the third axiom of

countability. However, for an arbitrary p, it is not immediately evident that con-

ditions (i)—(iii) imply the third axiom of countability.

Nevertheless, under the hypothesis, we can embed (by extending inductively

from A a to Aa+1 a height-preserving monomorphism into a sufficiently large

totally projective group) the group G as an isotype subgroup of a totally projec-

tive group. Since the length of G is countable, G itself is totally projective by

our theorem in [3].

Theorem 1. Suppose that the p-primary abelian group G is the set-theoretical

union of a countable number of isotype subgroups H . If H    is totally projective

of countable length for each n, then G is totally projective.

Proof. First, observe that G must have countable length. Let the length of

G be A and let the subgroups Hn be indexed by the nonnegative integers. For

each 72 < co, let H   = £. .,  ,C   where C is countable for each i. Suppose that we
n ie'\n)   1 1 £r

have developed a chain

0 = A0ÇAjÇA2Ç...ÇAaÇ--.,       a < r,

oí subgroups of G satisfying the following conditions:

(1) Aa+i/Aa is countable.

(2) Aß = \Ja<ßAa when ß is a limit.

(3) A   n/7   = S..,„     nSC. for each 72 and  a, where l(n, a) is a subset of l(n).
"• « ici \rt, u.j   1

(4) (pyG, Aa)C\(Hn, Aa)=(pyHn, Aa) for each 72 and a and for each y < X.

If r is a limit ordinal, we define AT= Ua<7.Aa and observe that conditions

(1)—(4) continue to hold for the extended chain of subgroups Aa. Now suppose

that r—1 exists. For an arbitrary countable extension C of AT_1  in G, there

exists a countable extension K of C such that K C\Hn = ^•ie]iny^i' f°r each 72,

where ](n) is a countable extension of /(t2, r - 1); we assume the reader is famil-

iar with the back-and-forth procedure involved here (if this is not the case, see,

for example, [2, Chapter V]).

We shall now give the essence of the argument that there exists a countable

extension ß of K2C3/4r_.   in G such that
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(pyG, B)n(Hn, B) = (pyHn, B)

for all y < À and all n <(ú. Let \ki\i<     be a set of representatives for the cosets

of K/Ar_j. For each triple (i, n, y) with i, n <a> and y < A such that z + hn £

k{ + AT_ j with z £ pyG and hn £ Hn, we choose a single representative z = z¿      _,

for the triple (z, tz, y). Thus there are only a countable number of such represen-

tatives. Letting B, = (fv, z¿ n y), we observe that

(t^G. K) n(Hn.K)C(pyHn,Bl).

If we let ßj replace K and then in turn let B . j replace B. where B. j =

(B , z¿ n r), we see that B = U;<(1)ß. has the desired properties.

By alternately considering conditions (3) and (A), we obtain in G a countable

extension Af of Ar_j containing C that satisfies both conditions (3) and (4).

Hence a chain satisfying conditions (1)—(4) can be developed until G is exhausted.

We shall show that Aa is necessarily nice in G for each a. It suffices to show

(I) py(G/Aa) = (pyG, AJ/Aa

tot all y < A, which will be proved by induction on y in conjunction with the con-

dition

(H) py(G/Aa) n (Hn, Aa)/Aa = (pyHn, Aa)/Aa=py((Hn. Aa)/Aa).

Obviously, for a given y the second equality in condition (II) is a consequence

of the first. However, the second equality is valid, independent of the first, be-

cause of condition (3). Therefore, we observe that condition (II) complements

condition (I) extremely well inasmuch as (II) automatically survives limit ordinals

whereas (I) automatically survives isolated ordinals. Thus if (I) should fail, it

must fail for the first time at a limit ordinal 8. We claim that (II) must hold for

y = 8. Since S is a limit, it suffices to prove that (II) holds for all y < 8. By

the choice of 8, condition (I) holds for all y < 8. Hence, if y < 8, we have that

py(G/Aa) n(Hn, Aa)/Aa=((pyG. Aa) n <H„. Aa))/Aa,

but by condition (4) the latter is equal to (pyHn, Aa)/Aa. Thus condition (II)

holds for y = 8. This implies that

P°(G/Aa)Ç  \J(p°Hn. Aa)/AaÇ (psG, Aj/Aœ
n<ù)

which proves that Aa is nice in G for each o.. The proof of the theorem is now a

consequence of Lemma 1.

Remark. In the proof of Theorem 1, Lemma 1 could be omitted by directly
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exhibiting the validity of the third axiom of countability. However, since the

proof of Lemma 1 is so short, we prefer to use it.

It was first proved in [7, Theorem 3-10] that if G is a summable p-primary

group of countable length A, then G is totally projective provided that G/p G

is totally projective for each a < X. Later, C. Megibben [10, Theorem A] gave a

different and more detailed proof of this theorem and referred to the result as

"the generalized Kulikov criterion".  We shall exhibit some of the strength of

Theorem 1 by showing that it quickly yields the proof of the generalization of

Kulikov's criterion just mentioned. At the same time, a very small (and purely

artificial) improvement is effected.

Theorem 2. Suppose that G is a summable p-primary group of countable

length A. Then G is totally projective provided that G/p°G is totally projective

for each limit ordinal a < A.

Proof. The proof is by induction on A. Since G is totally projective if both

paG and G/paG are, we may assume that A is a limit ordinal. Let A(l) < A(2) <

• •. < A(tz) < •.. be an increasing sequence of ordinals whose limit is A. Choose

H\ÇH2Ç".ÇHnÇ--- to be an increasing sequence so that Hn is p**"'-high

in G and so that H[p] = G[p], where H = [Jn< //„. Since H is pure, H = G.

Thus, in view of Theorem 1, it suffices to prove that Hn is totally projective for

each 72. However, we know that Hn is isomorphic to an isotype subgroup of

G/p^Mfj uncjer the natural map. Since the latter is totally projective, Hn is too [3]«

We shall now generalize Theorem 2 in [6], which states that if the p-primary

group G has cardinality Ka where <x is cofinal with co, then G is a direct sum

of cyclic groups provided each subgroup of G having cardinality less that Na is

a direct sum of cyclic groups.

Theorem 3. Let G be a p-primary abelian group of cardinality   Ka where a

is cofinal with co. If each subgroup of G having cardinality less than Ka z's cotj-

tained in a totally projective subgroup of G having countable length, then G is

necessarily totally projective.

Proof. Suppose that Hn is a subgroup of G having cardinality   Kajn)> where

a(l) < a(2) < • • • < a(n) < • • • is an increasing sequence of ordinals whose limit

is a. According to [4], Hn is contained in an isotype subgroup Kn oí G having

the same cardinality as that of Hn, which is   K ,ny By hypothesis, Kn is con-

tained in a totally projective subgroup G    of G having countable length. Since

K   is isotype in Gn, Kn is also totally projective. It follows that G is the

union of a countable ascending sequence K j Ç K2 C • • • Ç Kn Ç • • • of isotype

and totally projective subgroups Kfí. By Theorem 1 G is totally projective.

One can also apply Theorem 1 to show that certain subgroups of totally
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projective groups are again totally projective. A paper by F. F. Kamalov [9]

establishes the following. If G is totally projective of length less than a)    and

if H is a subgroup of G such that p°G/paH is countable for all a, then H is

also totally projective. A far-reaching generalization of Kamalov's result has

been provided by B. L. Edington [l]. As we have indicated, Theorem 1 can be

used to establish results of this kind. Details in this connection will appear

elsewhere.

As was pointed out in [10, Lemma 6.1], if A and B are p -high subgroups

of G and if a. = ß + n where ß is a limit and 72 < <w, then there exists a height-

preserving isomorphism between (A/pPA)[p] and (B/p"ß)[p]. More generally, it

is not difficult to show that there exists a height-preserving isomorphism between

(A/pßA)[p\ and (B/pßB)[p] tot every limit ordinal /3.

R. Nunke [12] and C. Megibben [lO] have given independent proofs that all

pa-high subgroups of G are direct sums of countable groups if one p -high sub-

group of G is a direct sum of countable groups. Since the theorem is trivially

true (in view of the results of [7]) if a. = Ö, there is no loss of generality in

assuming that cl is countable. Hence, in the light of the preceding remarks, this

result is encompassed in the next theorem.

Theorem 4. Let H and K be p-groups of countable type r and suppose that

H is totally projective. If, for each ordinal a < r, there exists a height-preserv-

ing isomorphism between (H/pcoaH)[p] and (K/p^KÏÏp], then K is totally pro-

jective and H Si K.

Proof. By hypothesis, there exists a height-preserving isomorphism between

H\p] and K[p]. Thus the groups H and K have the same Ulm invariants, and

the two are isomorphic if K is totally projective.

We shall prove that K is totally projective by induction on r. Since H is

summable, K must be summable. If 7=1, then K is a direct sum of cyclic groups.

Thus we may assume that r> 1. Next, assume that f — 1 exists.  For simplicity

of notation, let Ga denote pwaG. We observe that

H/HT- l/(H/HT- 1)a at H/Ha

for all a. < r- \, and likewise, of course, for K. By the induction hypothesis,

K/KT~    is totally projective. Moreover, KT~1 is a direct sum of cyclic groups

since K ~ [p] and HT~ [p] have a height-preserving isomorphism between them.

Therefore K is totally projective. Now we consider the case that r is a limit

ordinal. Let H[p] = 2Sa and K[p] = lTa be decompositions of HÍp] and K[p],

respectively, such that the nonzero elements of Sa and Ta, respectively, have

height exactly  a. Letting 1 < r(l) < r(2) < ... < r(») < > • • be an increasing se-

quence of ordinals whose limit is   r, we choose ascending sequences
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AjÇA2Ç...ÇAnÇ... and BjÇB2£---ÇBnÇ... where An and Bn, respec-

tively, are chosen maximal with respect to Anlp] = ^a<ccT(  fia. and B [p] =

^a<cöTir,-Ta- Note that H = IJ      A„ and K = (J      B„ since U ,  A„ a"d
a<.o>nn;   ci 7*<a)   n ^*n<co   72 ^-n<a)   72

Un<  Bn ate pure subgroups of H and K, respectively, containing H[p]  and K[p].

We wish to show that Bn is totally projective and our plan is to use the

induction hypothesis of the present theorem. Thus we need to show the existence

of a height-preserving isomorphism between (A /A^)[p] and ^B^B^Alp] for each

a < lin). In order to do so we need to consider two cases. If a = Ktz), then there

is a height-preserving isomorphism between (An/A^)[p] = A\\p\ and (B /Ba)[p] =

Bj.p] by the choice of A    and B„. Thus it suffices to consider the case that
n r       J n n

a < r(n). Recall that H = (An, Ha)  since a< Ktz) and since A^ is paT(n)-high

in //. Similarly, K =  (B , Ka).  Therefore,

H/HaSiA/Aa    and    K/Ka^B/B°¡.
n     n 72     n

We conclude that there exists a height-preserving isomorphism between (An/An)[p]

and (ß„/ß^)[p] if a < K72). By the induction hypothesis, Bn is totally projective.

Since Bn is isotype in K and since K = Un<  B„> Theorem 1 implies that  K is

totally projective.

We should remark that an alternate proof of Theorem 4 could be obtained from

[10, Theorem 6.7].

Although it is not our purpose to do so here, the so-called C^-theory initiated

by Hill and Megibben [8] and later developed more fully by Megibben [ll] could

be established now using Theorem 1 to great advantage. In fact a restricted tech-

nical version of Theorem 1 (concerning A-high towers) was an essential requirement

in the original development of the C^-theory [ll].
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